
Characteristics of effective learning 

 

Active learning – motivation 

 

Being involved and concentrating 

 Maintaining focus on their activity for a period of time 

 Showing high levels of energy, fascination 

Sam  

Sam was given the challenge of building a garage to fit a car inside. He spent a long time 

engaged in this activity changing and adapting his ideas through his building. He 

watched others and used their ideas to develop his thinking. Sam is learning to 

construct, stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making enclosures and creating 

spaces. He uses a variety of construction materials – blocks/duplo/wood/fabric. He is 

able to join different pieces together to build and balance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D  

 D was playing in the mud kitchen by himself. He was pretending to spoon the mud into a 

bowl and then he went over to the microwave and started turning the knobs as if he was 

cooking something. He maintained his focus for quite a long time during this activity. 

J  

“We need this full of sweets.” J is getting the party ready. She is putting various items from 

the maths table onto plates and into cups. I ask her how many people are coming. “Lots of 

people ‘cos I got lots of plates”. She separates the glass gems from the mosaic tiles and 

walks off with them to show her friends.  

J  

J spent time counting and sorting the bears. She put the bears in a line and counted them 

saying “One, two, three . . .”. Then she colour matched the bears and bowls. She was very 

focussed, exploring them independently. 

Z  

Z sang the ‘5 little ducks’ song with his 

friends.  When it got to the number he 

stopped singing, used his fingers to 

represent the number, took one finger away, 

and then sang the correct number in the 

sequence. 

E  

 

E spent a long time cutting several pieces of string with the 

help of S. E counted how many pieces he had and S found a 

little box for him to keep them in. E cut some more pieces of 

string, counting as he went.  He wanted to keep cutting more 

and more pieces because he enjoyed cutting, sticking, and 

counting beyond the number he had reached. He counted all 

that way up to 30. S then helped him to find some paper for 

him to stick each piece of string down. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Keeping on trying 

 Persisting with activity when challenges occur 

 Showing belief that more effort or a different approach will pay off 

 Bouncing back after difficulties 

 



Clinton and Jaden 

Clinton said to Jaden “Jump!” 

Jaden jumped and landed in the puddle 

“I do it” said Clinton and he had a turn but missed the puddle. 

Jaden said “Oh no, Clinton, you have to do it like this” He jumped again. “You look at the 

puddle and jump on it” 

Clinton says “OK, Jaden” He got on the step and had another go. “Look at the puddle 

Clinton”, “Ready, Jump!” said Jaden. 

This time Clinton landed in the puddle. He laughed.  

L  

To celebrate Queen Elizabeth's 90th birthday we printed 

some photos of the queen, L was interested in the photo of 

the queen at her Coronation sitting on her throne. "I want to 

build that" L  said, pointing to the throne. She set about 

positioning the blocks to form a chair. She looked at the 

photo whilst building and we talked about the throne having 

a back rest. L went back to her building and chose more 

blocks to position along the back of her throne. L sat on her 

throne proudly and said there was room for 2 and a friend 

sat with her but unfortunately the chair broke, "that's ok I 

can build it again". As L started to build we talked about how 

we can make the throne stronger and Lu suggested we add 

another block in the middle of the 2 posts. L did this and then 

Lu and L sat carefully on the throne. L showed a high level of 

concentration during this task and was not upset when it 

broke; she was also happy for her friends to join her. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Enjoying achieving what they set out to do 

 Showing satisfaction in meeting their own goals 

 Being proud of how they accomplished something – not just the end result 

 Enjoying meeting challenges for their own sake rather than external rewards or 

praise 

V  

V is sitting on the floor and playing with the musical instruments. An adult plays with the 

bead drum by tapping on it. V stops and watches her for a few seconds and then leans 

forward and grabs the instrument. V places the drum in front of her and taps it using both 

hands and looks at the adult. The adult says “tap, tap”.  V gives a big smile and repeats the 

action again and again.  

K 

K, look at you climbing up the steps while holding the large wooden tower you and I had 

built. You climbed up bending your knees when you needed to, so you could hold your 

balance while you were climbing with the block. Once you got to the top you carefully 

placed the block down and then clapped saying “I did it, Sunni!”   



 

 

 

  



A  

 

 

A and I talked about using the woodwork bench to create 

something. Following A's interest in Star Wars we talked 

about the different ships; He said he'd like to make an X-

Wing. A thought about what it might look like and which 

pieces of wood he'd like to use. He carefully hammered the 

nail into the wood, I gave him a little help hammering when 

he asked. He was very proud when he finished it. 

A & A  

A and A made an 'Elsa' outfit out of paper. They 
decorated it with pen. They used masking tape to stick it 
on then they drew and cut out a crown, measured it to 
the size of her head and stuck it with tape. They worked 



as a team and S kept still for them to attach everything. 
They worked completely independently from any adult 
support. Once finished they proudly revealed their work 
and posed for a picture. 

 

 

 



 


